We introduce CALIMA Star , a very rich Arabic morphological analyzer and generator that provides functional and form-based morphological features as well as built-in tokenization, phonological representation, lexical rationality and much more. This tool includes a fast engine that can be easily integrated into other systems, as well as an easy-to-use API and a web interface. CALIMA Star also supports morphological reinflection. We evaluate CALIMA Star against four commonly used analyzers for Arabic in terms of speed and morphological content.
Introduction
Work on Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) morphological modeling has been ongoing for the past thirty years resulting in many resources with high degrees of accuracy for analysis, generation, and tokenization (Beesley et al., 1989; AlSughaiyer and Al-Kharashi, 2004; Habash, 2010; Pasha et al., 2014; Abdelali et al., 2016) . These previous efforts addressed many of the important challenges of Arabic morphology such as its high degree of ambiguity resulting from optional diacritization and templatic morphemes. However, while there are several commonly used systems for Arabic morphology, we observe that there are still some unresolved challenges.
First, some aspects of Arabic's rich morphology are not fully or consistently modeled. Examples include the discrepancy between form and function (in gender, number, case and state) as well as the rationality feature. The commonly used Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) (Maamouri et al., 2004) and Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer (BAMA) (Buckwalter, 2002) do not model nominal functional features or rationality. Some previous attempts did not cover all these phenomena or focused on limited data sets (Smrž, 2007; Alkuhlani and Habash, 2011) . Second, the different existing tools do not all provide the same kind of information, which often led researchers to improvise extensions to accommodate their downstream task needs. One example is the phonological representation mappings that Biadsy et al. (2009) devised on top of the MADA disambiguation system ) instead of using Elixir-FM (Smrž, 2007) , which already included phonology. This is partially because Elixir-FM was not connected to a disambiguation system. Another example is the work by to provide generation capability on top of the BAMA (Buckwalter, 2002) algorithm and databases because BAMA, which was used to annotate the PATB, was analysis focused, unlike the finite-state solutions to Arabic morphology (Beesley et al., 1989) .
Third, many of the existing tools have different use requirements (operating system, programming language, etc.), and some have no easy-touse APIs.
In this paper, we introduce CALIMA Star , 1 a very rich Arabic morphological analyzer and generator that includes functional features, builtin tokenization, phonological representation, and numerous other features. CALIMA Star comes with a fast engine that can be easily integrated into other systems, and an easy-to-use web interface. CALIMA Star also supports morphological reinflection. While in this paper we focus on MSA only for the database discussion, the engine itself is independent of the variant choice. CALIMA Star will be made publicly available as part of a large suite of tools to support research on Arabic natural language processing (NLP). 2 1 In Arabic, /kalima/ means 'word'. We follow and extend the naming convention from Habash et al. (2012) who developed CALIMAEGY, and Khalifa et al. (2017) 
Algorithms and Representations
There are a number of dimensions over which solutions to Arabic morphology modeling have varied (Beesley et al., 1989; Beesley, 1996; Habash and Rambow, 2006; Smrž, 2007; Altantawy et al., 2010 Altantawy et al., , 2011 . One important aspect is the degree of explicitness of representing morphological rules and their interactions. Some approaches use very abstract and linguistically rich representations and rules to derive surface forms of the words (Beesley et al., 1989; Beesley, 1996; Habash and Rambow, 2006; Smrž, 2007) . Other approaches pre-compile representations of the different components needed by the system: BAMA (Buckwalter, 2002), SAMA (Graff et al., 2009) , and ALMORGEANA (ALMOR for short) (Habash, 2007) are examples of such systems. They use a six-table representation consisting of three lexical tables (for prefixes, suffixes, and stems), and three compatibility tables (prefix-suffix, prefixstem, and stem-suffix). Altantawy et al. (2011) described a method to bridge between these two types of solutions. The type of representation used naturally needs to synchronize with the appropriate algorithms for analysis and generation. CALIMA Star is of the second category (tabulated pre-compiled solutions), and it builds on the popularly used BAMA, SAMA, and ALMOR morphological analyzers.
Morphological Knowledge
Previous efforts show a wide range for the depth that morphological analyzers can produce. Some efforts include very shallow analyses such as in the Temple Translator's Workstation Project (Vanni and Zajac, 1996) which only provided English glossing. Others include a range of formbased features, functional features, and morpheme forms, in addition to lexical features (Buckwalter, 2002; Smrž, 2007; Boudlal et al., 2010; Alkuhlani and Habash, 2011; Boudchiche et al., 2017) . Alkuhlani and Habash (2011) extended part of the PATB to include functional gender and number, and rationality, but did not cover the entire database used by BAMA or SAMA. ElixirFM (Smrž, 2007) includes functional gender and number, as well as full case and state modeling, but not rationality. ElixirFM, MAGEAD (Altantawy et al., 2010; Habash and Rambow, 2006) and AlKhalil Morpho Sys (Boudlal et al., 2010; Boudchiche et al., 2017) include roots, with varying degrees of accuracy. ElixirFM includes phonological forms; but ALMOR does not. However, Biadsy et al. (2009) presented orthography-to-phonology rules that can be used on automatically diacritized text to generate pronunciation dictionaries.
Our goal is to make all these features be built-in as part of our CALIMA Star databases, and to fill in any gaps that were left by other efforts.
Analysis, Disambiguation and Tokenization
We distinguish between analysis and disambiguation: analysis refers to identifying all of the different readings (analyses) of a word out of context; while disambiguation is about identifying the specific analysis in context. Tokenization is the process of segmenting a word into different units for downstream applications. There are many possible tokenization schemes and techniques to apply them (Habash and Sadat, 2006) . The tokenized form of a word varies depending on the specific analysis of the word. Systems such as MADA , AMIRA (Diab et al., 2004) , and MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) handle disambiguation and tokenization differently. Both MADA and MADAMIRA disambiguate the analyses that are produced by a morphological analyzer. The chosen analyses are then used to tokenize the words using morphological regeneration. AMIRA, on the other hand, has a different two step process in which a toeknization component is followed by part-of-speech (POS) tagging. The FARASA system (Abdelali et al., 2016 ) relies on probabilistic models of stems, prefixes, and suffixes, instead of using context information to produce high tokenization accuracy. YA-MAMA ) is a MADAMIRAlike (analysis/disambiguation) system that disambiguates using a maximum likelihood model inspired by FARASA.
CALIMA Star is primarily an out-of-context analysis and generation system. Its database includes pre-compiled out-of-context probabilities for POS and lemmas. In Section 6, we report on how well these probability features do in terms of disambiguation. CALIMA Star also produces tokenizations in different schemes from features that are pre-compiled in its database.
Baseline Arabic Morphology:
Algorithm and Database
In this section, we describe the basic database and algorithm used in a number of morphological analyzers, all following the work of Buckwalter (2002) , including our system CALIMA Star .
Database Structure
The database we use has six tables. Three are lexicon tables for prefixes, suffixes, and stems. Each lexicon table entry has three columns: a lookup form, a compatibility category to control behavior and agreement, and a list of feature-value pairs. The lookup form is an orthographically normalized surface form, which can appear with multiple categories and feature-value pairs. The other three tables are compatibility tables: prefix-suffix, prefix-stem, and stem-suffix. These tables are used to ensure that any analysis that is produced by the system contains a prefix, a stem, and a suffix that are compatible with each other. This means, for example, that a nominal prefix will not be combined with a verbal stem. The compatibility tables are based on the compatibility categories appearing in the lexicon tables. The differences among the many analyzers based on this model are mostly in features. BAMA and SAMA have four features: the diacritized surface form, the lemma, the Buckwalter POS tag, and the English gloss (Buckwalter, 2002; Graff et al., 2009) . ALMOR automatically extends these features with 17 others: MADA POS tag (Pasha et al., 2014) , four possible proclitics, person, aspect, voice, mood, gender, number, state, case, enclitic, rationality, stem, and stem category. The ALMOR database also includes feature definitions specifying the values each feature can take, and default feature values for every POS tag. CALIMA Star extends on the ALMOR database feature list as will be discussed in Section 4.
Analysis Algorithm
The analyzer follows the algorithm description in Buckwalter (2002) . The input of the algorithm is a word. The output is all the possible out-ofcontext analyses for this word. We match the input word using an orthographically normalized form of it that is consistent with the look up forms in the database. Orthographic normalization is necessary because, according to Habash (2010) , the most common spelling errors in Arabic involve Hamzated Alifs and Alif-Maqsura/Ya confusion, affecting 11% of all words (or 4.5 errors per sentence) in the PATB. We normalize by removing diacritics, converting Hamzated Alif occurrences Â, Ǎ , Ā , 3 to bare Alif A, Alif-Maqsura ý to Ya y, and Ta-Marbuta h to Ha h. The word is then segmented into all possible prefix-stem-suffix triplets. The segment validity is restricted by the minimum length of stem and the maximum lengths of the prefix and suffix which are inferred from the database, in addition to the existence of all segments in their respective lexicon tables. Each segmentation triplet is tested for compatibility using the three-way compatibility tables in the database. For each valid triplet combination, the features from the prefix, stem and suffix are merged to produce a single featureset for the word. The merging process involves four operations depending on the feature: (i) concatenation of the Buckwalter POS tag; (ii) concatenation and rewriting of the final diacritized form; (iii) value overwrite for the remaining features, where, first, the suffix features overwrite the stem features, and then the prefix features overwrite all features; and (iv) producing the source feature by the analyzer depending on whether the analysis is from the lexicon, a backoff, or a default analysis of punctuation, digits, or foreign words. The result of this process is a unique set of out-ofcontext analyses for the input word. The first two operations above are used in BAMA and SAMA; and all are used in ALMOR. When no valid analysis is found, a backoff solution suspends the requirement for having a valid stem from the stem table. However, the prefixes and suffixes must still be compatible. We discuss the CALIMA Star algorithm extensions beyond ALMOR in Section 5.
Generation Algorithm
The generation algorithm follows the description of the generation component in ALMOR (Habash, 2007) . It minimally expects a lemma and POS as input. The other features are handled in one of two ways. All inflectional features, such as person, gender and number, are considered obligatory, and as such, all their values are generated if no value was specified. Clitics, on the other hand, are considered optional, and are only generated when specified.
For the input lemma and POS, we retrieve all stems in the database. For each stem, the stem categories are then used to retrieve all stemcompatible prefixes and suffixes. Only compatible prefixes and suffixes (as per the prefix-suffix compatibility tables) are used, with the stem, to generate inflected words and corresponding full analyses. The same merging process used in the analysis component is used here also. The input featurelist is used in filtering which prefixes and suffixes to consider. For clitics, this is done before merging, but for inflectional features, this is done after merging.
CALIMA Star Database
In this section we detail our specific CALIMA Star database extensions to the basic ALMOR database structure presented in Section 3.
Gender and Number Functional Features
Smrž (2007) and Alkuhlani and Habash (2011) pointed out the common discrepancy between the form of some Arabic words and their function. A prime example is the very common broken plural 4 -almost 55% of all plurals look like singular words, but are functionally plural (Alkuhlani and Habash, 2011) . For example, šrAŷH 'sections, slices, slivers' is the broken plural of the feminine singular word šryHh 'section, slice, sliver'. ALMOR considers this (functionally feminine and plural) noun, masculine and singular because it has the form of a masculine singular noun. Alkuhlani and Habash (2011) modeled functional gender and number on a portion of the PATB, which is based on BAMA/SAMA. Smrž (2007) and Boudlal et al. (2010) modeled functional gender and number for part of their data.
Our contribution in CALIMA Star is that we extended all lexical databases, which are based on SAMA and ALMOR, with functional gender and number. We built on the work and guidelines by Alkuhlani and Habash (2011) . While Alkuhlani and Habash (2011) only annotated the inflected words that appear in the PATB, we wanted to annotate our entire database. To do this properly, we inflected the 31,610 nominal lemmas 5 in the database for gender and number, making sure that each database stem is used at least once. Our dataset contained 77,023 inflected words, which were manually annotated by two annotators for functional gender and number. This effort took 130 hours to complete.
In our database, we renamed ALMOR's gen and num features as form_gen and form_num, and used gen and num as the names for the functional gender and number features, respectively. To operationalize the use of the functional gender and number features in the database, we assigned them the value -when the corresponding functional feature matches the form feature for all inflected forms of the stem. This value is then overwritten by the form feature value coming from the suffix when producing an analysis. If the functional features does not match the form feature, then the functional feature is assigned an explicit value in the database, which can be masculine (m), or feminine (f) for gender, and singular (s), plural (p), or dual (d) for number. These explicit values in the stem are not overwritten by the suffix corresponding feature values.
State and Case Features
We follow the functional classification of the Arabic state feature into definite, indefinite, or construct values as described and implemented by Smrž (2007) . Our contribution here is applying this classification to the latest SAMA/ALMOR database which we use in CALIMA Star .
The ALMOR handling of state has two problems. First, the definite state is only assigned by the definite article proclitic + Al+. This is linguistically incorrect, as there are nouns that can be definite without the definite article (e.g., directly addressed vocatives such as yA ÂwlAd AdrswA 'O children, study'); and the definite article can appear with construct state adjectives in what is called false idafa (e.g.,
AlTwyl AlqAmh 'The tall of stature'). Second, a number of nominal suffixes are ambiguous but that ambiguity is not represented. For example, the suffix +u indicating nominative case can appear with both definite and construct states, but ALMOR only assigns it the construct value. In CALIMA Star we address both of these issues: (i) we do not allow the definite article to assign a state value and relegate state specification to the suffixes completely; and (ii) we ensure all ambiguous suffix lexicon entries are duplicated and assigned explicit state analyses.
Case is properly handled for the most part in ALMOR, except for a few cases where it interacts with state, such as diptotes. Diptotes are nominals whose genitive case marker is the same as their accusative case marker when they are in an indefinite state (Habash, 2010 ). An example of a diptote is šrAŷH 'sections, slices, slivers'. When it is indefinite, the genitive diacritized form of this word is šarAŷiHa. The state feature extension that produces a definite analysis for the word without a definite article morpheme required an extension of the case feature to produce the definite genitive diacritized form šarAŷiHi.
Rationality
Rationality (or +Human) is a lexical feature in Arabic that affects noun-adjective and subjectverb agreement. Nouns that are exclusive to humans, such as mwĎf 'employee' are considered rational, while others, such as šryHh 'slice' are considered irrational. Rational nouns take adjectives and verbs that agree with them in gender and number. Irrational nouns, on the other hand, agree with their verbs and adjectives when they are singular, however they take the singular feminine form of a verb or adjective when they are plural, regardless of what the gender of the noun is. The plural word šrAŷH 'slices' is irrational and as such would take the adjective rfyςh 'thin [feminine singular]' instead of rfyςAt 'thin [feminine plural]'. Alkuhlani and Habash (2011) manually annotated a part of PATB for rationality. ALMOR and MAGEAD include a rationality feature, but it was automatically populated and not fully checked. Our contribution in CALIMA Star is fully annotating the SAMA/ALMOR database for rationality. We build on the work of Alkuhlani and Habash (2011) , and use their manual annotation guidelines. We manually annotated all the noun and proper noun lemmas in the database (18,120 entries). This effort took approximately 60 hours.
Roots and Patterns
Arabic templatic morphology, or the use of roots and patterns, has been modeled successfully in a number of systems (Beesley et al., 1989; Smrž, 2007) . MAGEAD (Habash and Rambow, 2006; Altantawy et al., 2010) made extensive use of the ElixirFM database. However, roots and patterns are not part of the SAMA/ALMOR database that we base our work on.
Our contribution is to fully specify the roots and patterns in the CALIMA Star database. This manual effort started from the MAGEAD and ElixirFM lemma root information when available. The roots are linked to the lemmas directly and specified in the lexicon stem entries. The patterns we include are concrete patterns (Habash and Rambow, 2006) that are generated automatically by subtracting the root from the diacritized stem.
Phonological Representation
The phonological form has been shown to be particularly useful for NLP applications, such as Ara-bic speech recognition (Biadsy et al., 2009 ). In MSA, most Arabic letters have a one-to-one mapping to phonemes. However, there are some exceptions. The Arabic definite article + Al+ assimilates to the first consonant in the nominal it modifies if this consonant is one of the socalled Sun Letters (Habash, 2010) . For instance, the phonology of the noun AlšarAŷiHa is / a sh sh a r aa 2 i 7 a /, 6 as opposed to */ a l sh a r aa 2 i 7 a /, because the letter š is a Sun Letter. Another exception is the silent Alif in the suffix + +uwA, which indicates a masculine plural conjugation in verbs. The phonology of the masculine plural verb katabuwA 'they wrote' is / k a t a b uu /, as opposed to */ k a t a b uu aa /.
This feature does not exist in SAMA or AL-MOR. We extended our database entries with their respective phonological representation through an automatic process comparable to Biadsy et al. (2009) . The definite article assimilation is handled through rewrite rules because it involves an interaction between a stem and a prefix.
Tokenization Schemes
Tokenization is important for NLP tasks such as machine translation because it reduces word sparsity (Habash and Sadat, 2006; Zalmout and Habash, 2017b) . Many tokenization schemes with different granularities and normalization rules exist, and the selection of tokenization scheme depends on the task on hand.
In MADAMIRA, tokenization happens after analysis and disambiguation through an expensive regeneration process. Our contribution is the insight that since a particular tokenization is completely dependent on the analysis, we can specify the tokenization details in the database entry. This is a tradeoff of a bigger database (space) with a faster tokenization (time). We specifically add four tokenization schemes D1, D2, D3 and ATB (Habash, 2010) , in both normalized and unnormalized forms. We refer to the normalized schemes as tokenization, and to the unnormalized schemes as segmentation. A normalized ATB tokenization for the word ktbwhA 'they wrote it' is + ktbwA+hA 'they_wrote +it', whereas an unnormalized ATB tokenization (segmentation) for the same word would be + ktbw+hA. In the lex- 6 The phonological representation we use follows the CAMEL Arabic Phonetic Inventory (CAPHI) (Habash et al., 2018) , which is inspired by Arpabet (Shoup, 1980) . icon, the entry for the suffix in this analysis has a different feature for each of these schemes.
We extended our database with the tokenization features in a semi-automated process. For each scheme, we manually determined the list of affixes that would be detached. For each of these affixes, we generated the tokenized form. Stems do not have any parts to detach, but some stems have to be normalized for some tokenization schemes. We used our CALIMA Star generator to automatically get the normalized forms of these stems. The resulting tokenizations of a word are the concatenation of the tokenizations of the prefix, stem, and suffix of the word's analysis.
Multiple POS Tag Sets
There are many Arabic POS tag sets used by different researchers and in different tools, e.g., Buckwalter (Buckwalter, 2002) , MADA (Pasha et al., 2014) , Columbia Arabic Treebank (CATiB) ), CATiBex (Marton et al., 2013) , Universal Dependencies (UD) (Nivre et al., 2016) , and Kulick (Kulick et al., 2006) . It is desirable to link these POS tag sets to each other. CALIMA Star currently supports four POS tag sets: the Buckwalter POS tag set, and the MADA POS tag set, both of which are part of the AL-MOR database, as well as the CATiB and UD POS tag sets. We chose to start our extension with the CATiB and UD POS tag sets for their importance to the work on Arabic dependency parsing. This goal steered us to output the CATiB and UD POS tags following the ATB tokenization, which is the commonly used tokenization format in treebanking and parsing. This extension was an automatic mapping from both the Buckwalter and MADA POS tag sets. We plan to add more POS tag sets to our database in the future.
Lemma and POS Probability
Inspired by who used lemma and POS tag probabilities for out-of-context disambiguation, we added three different probability scores for lemma, POS (MADA POS) and joint lemma-POS, for each stem entry in the database. The scores were generated from the train set (Diab et al., 2013) of the PATB. We used the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) to generate the scores with no smoothing. In Section 6, we show that these scores can be used to select the correct POS tag and lemma out of context with a high accuracy. 
CALIMA Star Engine
The CALIMA Star engine is a new implementation of the analysis and generation algorithms described in Section 3 with some extensions. It uses the database described in Section 4.
CALIMA Star API The CALIMA Star engine is implemented in Python. We provide a commandline tool interface as well as an API. CALIMA Star is a part of a collection of Arabic NLP tools we plan to release.
Analysis and Generation Extensions
All of the algorithmic extensions in the CALIMA Star engine are minor, and intended to accommodate the additional features in the database. Examples include the special handling of functional gender and number as discussed in Section 4.1, the concatenation of prefix, stem and suffix features for added POS tags and tokenization schemes. The concatenation of the CAPHI string and the pattern requires rewrite rules because of prefix-stem interactions.
Reinflection Inspired by the SIGMORPHON 2016 Shared Task on morphological reinflection (Cotterell et al., 2016) , we provide a reinflection functionality in the CALIMA Star API, which makes use of the existing analysis and generation components. The input to the CALIMA Star reinflector is an already inflected word and a desired set of feature-value changes. The system analyzes the word, adjusts its features given the input feature-value pairs, and generates the reinflected form(s). The reinflector is also used as a backoff mode for the generator when the input lemma is not recognized.
Web Interface We created a web interface for the CALIMA Star analyzer and generator -see Figures 1 (a) and (b) , respectively. The analyzer interface expects an input word and a selected backoff mode. Options for backoff include no backoff, proper-noun backoff, or any POS backoff. The generator interface minimally expects a lemma and POS for input; feature values can be specified as needed. The generator interface changes which features are allowed to select values for depending on the input POS. For example, in Figure 1 (b) , the verbal features, person, voice, mood and aspect, are disabled because the input POS is a noun. There are two output modes for both analyzer and generator interfaces. The first output mode is a user-friendly display of words grouped by lemma, POS tag, root and English gloss. For each inflected word, the interface shows its diacritization, phonology, clitics, and inflectional features, in a human-readable form. This output mode is what Figures 1 (a) and (b) show. The second mode presents the output in a featurevalue pair format more suitable for debugging and programming interfaces.
The engine and web interface are linked from http://resources.camel-lab.com/.
Evaluation
In this section we validate our system and evaluate it against other systems in terms of speed and coverage.
Internal Validation
We ran a number of tests to validate our database extensions. All these tests were run on the PATB dev set (Diab et al., 2013) from PATB parts 1, 2 and 3, except where indicated.
Analysis This test aimed to validate that we are producing all the analyses that are produced by ALMOR. We ran the tokens in the dataset through ALMOR and CALIMA Star , and verified that every analysis produced by ALMOR is also produced by CALIMA Star . CALIMA Star produced more analyses on average than ALMOR. And naturally, the CALIMA Star analyses were richer than the ALMOR analyses.
Generation Since we do not have a manually annotated version of this data set with all of our extensions, we relied on automatic matching of CALIMA Star analyses against the ALMOR analyses used to train and evaluate MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) . 7 This matching allowed us to extend the ALMOR analyses with functional gender and number features. We used the lemma and extended features as input to the CALIMA Star generation component. CALIMA Star produced the full diacritized word in all cases.
Reinflection Validating the reinflection component required us to have a source inflected word, and a target inflected word. We grouped the extended ALMOR analyses from the Generation test above by lemma and POS tag, and generated all possible pairs of words that share a lemma and POS tag. For each pair, we used the features of the first word to reinflect the second word, and vice versa. Our system produced the correct diacritized word in all cases.
Functional Gender and Number Analysis
This test aimed to validate that the database extension for functional gender and number was consistent with the manual annotation. For this test, we analyzed every word that was manually annotated for functional gender and number, and con-firmed that the analyzer is producing an analysis with the expected functional feature values. Our system produced the expected values in all cases.
Tokenization We tested our D3 tokenization extensions, as it is the most complex tokenization scheme in our database. We ran our test set in MADAMIRA to produce the D3 tokenization. We then compared the tokenization produced by MADAMIRA to the tokenization produced by CALIMA Star for the analysis that is equivalent to MADAMIRA's top analysis (modulo our extensions). We matched MADAMIRA's diacritized tokenization in 99.5% of the cases, and we matched the undiacritized tokenization in 99.9% of the cases. The only undiacritized mismatches are the result of MADAMIRA tokenization errors in words such as bHyθ 'with/by + where; whereby', which MADAMIRA tokenizes as + b+ bHyθ instead of + b+ Hyθ. This validation test also brought to light some minor cases which we intend to fix in future releases of the database.
Lemma and POS Probability We carried out preliminary experiments on the use of the different probability scores (Section 4.8) for out-ofcontext POS and lemma selection. We found that the top-one choice among the CALIMA Star analyses ranked using the joint lemma-POS score preformed the highest with 92%, 90% and 88% accuracy in terms of POS, lemma, and POS+lemma, respectively. The results are comparable to the maximum likelihood disambiguation baseline reported by Zalmout and Habash (2017a) , which supports the use of morphological analyzers as a backbone for the different NLP task.
Comparison with other Systems
We compare CALIMA Star to four other morphological analyzers: AraMorph, 8 SAMA 3.1 (Graff et al., 2009 ), ALMOR and MADAMIRA, 9 in terms of coverage (out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate and analyses per word) and speed performance (words, analyses, and features per second). We ran the experiments on one million words from the Arabic Gigaword corpus (Parker et al., 2011) . The results of the comparison are in Table 2 . The first three columns of Table 2 specify the systems, the databases, and the number of features in the databases. AraMorph was run on the AraMorph database, and SAMA was run on the SAMA database. Both of these contain four features: the diacritization, Buckwalter POS tag, lemma, and English gloss. ALMOR and MADAMIRA both use the ALMOR database, which produces 22 features: the same four features of AraMorph/SAMA in addition to the MADA POS tag, four proclitic features, person, aspect, voice, mood, gender, number, state, case, enclitic, rationality, source, stem, and stem category. CALIMA Star was run on the CALIMA Star database described in Section 4, which has 40 features: the 22 ALMOR features in addition to functional gender and number, CAPHI, root, pattern, tokenization and segmentation in four schemes (D1, D2, D3, and ATB), CATiB and UD POS tags, and POS, lemma, and joint lemma-POS probability scores. We also ran the CALIMA Star engine with the ALMOR database as a comparison point.
Coverage The OOV rates of the different analyzers are generally close to each other. The differences stem from two sources.
First, AraMorph's database is an older version of SAMA/ALMOR/CALIMA Star with less lemmas (∼38K vs ∼40K lemmas). And secondly, different engines handle numbers, foreign words, and digits in different ways, with the CALIMA Star engine outperforming all others.
The number of analyses per word is strongly connected to the database being used. AraMorph has less coverage, in terms of affixes and stems, and that is why it produces a smaller number of analyses per word. ALMOR and MADAMIRA both use the same database, thus producing the same number of analyses per word. CALIMA Star extends the suffix lexicon to fully cover the state and case analyses resulting in the largest number of analyses per word.
Speed The last three columns of Table 2 compare the speed of the systems, in terms of words per second, analyses per second, and features per second. In terms of words per second, AraMorph is the fastest system. Comparing the ALMOR, MADAMIRA and CALIMA Star engines using the same database (ALMOR), CALIMA Star is the fastest of the three. However, using the larger CALIMA Star database slows the CALIMA Star engine down to second place in this three-way comparison. That said, CALIMA Star produces more analyses per seconds and features per second than all the other systems.
Conclusion and Future Work
CALIMA Star is an Arabic analyzer and generator that supports a large number of morphological features. It has as an API and a web interface, and will be released publicly. Compared with four commonly used Arabic analyzers, CALIMA Star has better coverage and is very competitive speedwise.
In the future, we will extend our database in terms of lexical entries, features, and dialects. We will also integrate our system into existing disambiguators and parsers (Pasha et al., 2014; Shahrour et al., 2016; Zalmout and Habash, 2017a) . Finally, we plan on conducting task-based evaluations where we can assess the added value of some of the new features.
